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Abstract

Despite substantial literature on the effect of empathy on parenting, empathy research has

historically suffered from definitional and methodological limitations. Parental empathy can

be characterized as parents’ ability to recognize, take the perspective of, and appropriately

react to children’s emotions. Current parental empathy assessment largely relies on self-

report measures of dispositional empathy, but many argue parental empathy is distinct from

dispositional empathy. Despite efforts to measure parental empathy implicitly, such analog

approaches are labor intensive. The current report describes the preliminary development

of the Empathy Measure for Parents Analog Task (EMPAT), two novel analog measures of

parental empathy: one EMPAT analog uses audio stimuli and a second version uses written

evocative scripts. After piloting with a sample of undergraduate students (Study 1), the mea-

sures were then administered to a sample of 212 parents (Study 2). For each study, the

accuracy of the audio and script stimuli were first confirmed by examination of frequency dis-

tributions, then exploratory factor analyses were conducted to determine factor structure for

each emotion subscale (i.e., Happy, Mad, Sad, Scared), and finally the composition of each

emotion subscale was confirmed with scale reliability analyses. Correlations between each

EMPAT version and measures of dispositional empathy, parental empathy, and positive

parenting indicators were examined to assess the initial validity of the EMPAT measures.

The new analog tasks demonstrated good reliability as well as preliminary evidence of valid-

ity, with potential utility in assessing cognitive elements of empathy in particular. With contin-

ued efforts to examine measure validity, the implications of these studies suggest the

EMPAT tasks show promise in providing improved implicit, efficient assessments of child-

directed empathy, which may be important for understanding positive and problematic

parenting.

Introduction

Empathy is an often-studied construct in the psychological literature, albeit nebulous due to

the lack of a singular definition [1,2]. Research definitions of empathy span cognitive, affective,
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somatic, and behavioral domains, yet the most widely accepted definition of empathy with the

best evidence includes both affective and cognitive dimensions [2–6]. Affective empathy

requires an empathic person experience an emotional response appropriate to the situation

and the emotional response of another (e.g., if someone is crying, an empathic person would

feel sadness). In the current study, this appropriate affective response is termed empathic con-
cern, indicating one is affectively influenced by the emotions of another [4,7,8]. References to

cognitive aspects of empathy include one’s ability to recognize another’s emotion (emotion
identification or recognition) and to understand another’s viewpoint (perspective taking) [4,9].

These two aspects of empathy (affective and cognitive empathy) are clearly intertwined—one’s

ability to experience empathic concern is directly tied to one’s ability to recognize and appreci-

ate the emotions of another person.

Importantly, these broad definitions of empathy have been applied to dispositional empa-

thy, which is construed as one’s generalized ability to understand and express empathic con-

cern for the emotions of others [10]. However, dispositional empathy may diverge from

parental empathy. Parental empathy is distinct from dispositional empathy as it theoretically

denotes a parent’s ability to accurately identify, understand and effectively express concern for

the emotions of their child [11] rather than simply empathize with the emotional state of oth-

ers broadly. In other words, a parent may not evidence strong dispositional empathy toward

other people in general yet experience substantial empathy toward their own child.

Parents’ deficits in dispositional empathy have long been studied as a catalyst for increased

risk of physical child abuse and parent-child aggression across childhood [12–16] with the

greatest risk of child physical abuse apparent in the first year of life [17]. By contrast, stronger

empathic abilities have been touted as a skill integral to positive parenting [18–20]. In order to

optimize its relevance to various facets of parenting, research on parents’ empathy highlights

the importance of assessing parents’ abilities to recognize and to understand children’s emo-

tions and reactions to best meet the child’s needs [11,20]. Indeed, parents’ empathy both con-

tributes to, and exemplifies, positive parenting [19], security of the parent-child attachment

relationship [20,21], and parents’ observed sensitivity to their children’s emotional states [22].

Parents’ greater empathic abilities not only convey emotional attunement with children but

are also associated with parents’ use of positive, non-punitive discipline tactics and negatively

related to their use of corporal punishment [23]. Empathic parenting in turn facilitates several

positive child outcomes including children’s development of better physiologic regulation

[24], emotion regulation [21], attachment security [20,25], greater empathic abilities [26], and

prosocial responding [26]. Parents’ empathy has clear implications for the safety and well-

being of children long term; thus, the need for understanding and promoting parental empa-

thy early in life is imperative to reduce abuse risk and increase adaptive child outcomes.

Despite the significance of empathy in the parenting literature, research relies largely on

self-reported measures of dispositional empathy to approximate parents’ empathic abilities

toward their children. Due, in part, to the definitional issues in empathy research, assessment

quality of the construct has been uneven. Traditionally empathy has been measured via explicit

self-report methods [3,8,9]. However, self-report measures demonstrate a variety of limita-

tions, often relying on highly transparent questionnaire items, eliciting social desirability

biases, expecting accurate personal insight into one’s own empathic abilities, and utilizing

generic terms that leave the target of one’s empathy ambiguous. Although self-report measures

of dispositional empathy are often used as proxies for parental empathy when applied to parent

samples [12,15,27,28], or parents are instructed to envision their children when completing

dispositional empathy measures [27], these approaches make a fundamental assumption that

indicators of one’s dispositional empathy are equivalent to one’s parental empathy. To address

the shortcomings of self-report assessments of parental empathy, previous research has
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attempted to examine parent specific empathy through coded parent interviews [e.g.,

11,20,24,25,29]. Interview assessments of parental empathy demonstrate that elements of

parental empathy include indices such as attention to children’s signals, parenting beliefs,

child attributions [11], and accurate judgment of children’s emotions [24]. Such results indi-

cate parental empathy may be distinct from dispositional empathy. Thus, parental empathy is

a more appropriate and valuable construct than dispositional empathy to understand facets

relevant to parenting. Because parental empathy is viewed as a highly desirable quality to culti-

vate, and because parents’ child-directed empathy may provide more insight into parenting

than broad other-directed empathy, researchers have pressed for the development of parental

empathy measures [11,20,27], which may distinguish between dispositional and parental

empathy, reduce response bias associated with self-report, and limit the laborious time

demands of conducting and coding lengthy parent interviews.

Some have attempted to measure empathy through indirect means via analog tasks to

reduce social desirability and to address the transparency and self-awareness needed for self-

report measures. Analog tasks are assessments that strive to measure a construct indirectly to

avoid detection by the participant, using implicit strategies or behavioral simulations [30,31].

Such methods are valuable for multiple reasons: the target of measurement and scoring is less

obvious and less susceptible to participant manipulation than self-report questionnaires, and

analog tasks aim to act as a proxy for how one would respond if presented with an analogous

scenario outside of the laboratory. Analog tasks previously used to measure dispositional

empathy include measuring one’s ability to identify an emotion just by viewing a pair of eyes

[32], using Implicit Association Test paradigms [33], and measuring the ability to detect subtle

emotion cues in language [34]. Inducing emotional arousal is another strategy used to assess

empathic abilities in vivo [35,36], which involves presenting emotionally charged evocative sti-

muli or instructions to imagine someone in a distressing scenario. Use of evocative stimuli has

proven efficacious in inducing a range of desired affective responses in participants. Disposi-

tional empathic characteristics have been assessed with written evocative scripts [37] and evoc-

ative video clips [38]. Scripts have also been used to assess parents’ emotional responses to

children’s pain [39] and videos have been used to evoke sadness in both parents and children

to code parent responses [19], but evocative scripts designed to measure parental empathy in

particular are lacking. For assessment of parental empathy specifically, evaluation of parent

responses to a range of child emotions is imperative as each emotional state may require a

unique set of parent reactions to be appropriate and helpful to the child. Additionally, parent

reactions to different child emotions may provide information about different constructs; for

instance, parents’ appropriate, happy reactions to a child’s happy state may have more specific

implications for parental sensitivity whereas parents’ appropriate, calm reaction to a child’s

angry state may contribute to parents’ lower child abuse risk [see similar discussion, 24]. Prior

efforts to assess parental empathy via analog tasks using video [40] or eye tracking [41] involve

equipment and considerable preparation and coding procedures that can be costly or complex,

similar to the cost and labor of coding interviews [11,20,24,25,29], potentially laborious for

both researchers and participants. Because designing measures of parental empathy that are

implicit, robust, cost-effective, and straightforward remains an important need for parenting

researchers, the present study aimed to create novel analog measures of parents’ empathic

abilities.

Present study

The current investigation sought to develop novel analog measures of parental empathy which

have the potential to reduce response bias in parenting research, act as an implicit screening
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tool of child abuse risk, inform the positive parenting literature by creating a proxy for real

parenting situations, and potentially have clinical utility as a training tool for improvement of

parental empathy skills. Two versions (using audio and script stimuli) of a novel analog mea-

sure of parental empathy were developed in the current investigation. Both were piloted in an

initial study with university students (Study 1) and revised versions of each were validated

with parents in a second study (Study 2). The aim of the initial study (Study 1) was to assess

whether emotion audio and script stimuli were performing as expected in the analog tasks as

observed by emotion recognition in correctly identifying the target emotion for each stimulus.

Additional goals of Study 1 were to establish reliability and evaluate validity, examining the

association between the analog tasks and self-report measures of dispositional empathy. The

aim of the subsequent study (Study 2) was to test the efficacy of the analog tasks in a parent

sample following appropriate modifications gleaned from Study 1. The strength of the analog

tasks was assessed with respect to evidence of internal consistency, convergent validity with

parents’ self-reported parental empathy and dispositional empathy, and concurrent validity

with measures of positive parenting.

Study 1

The aim of this initial study was to pilot the two versions of the analog task with a sample of

childless undergraduate students.

EMPAT measure development

Empathy Measure for Parents Analog Task—Emotion Audio (EMPAT-EA). The

EMPAT-EA version was created by selecting two commercially available audio clips of chil-

dren (e.g., from online sources Pond5, Envato, Stock Music) that were digitally remastered to

play for 20 seconds for each of four target emotions: Happy, Mad, Sad, Scared. Each target

emotion was represented by one non-verbal audio clip of a young boy expressing the emotion

and one audio clip depicting a young girl expressing the emotion (e.g., sad represented by cry-

ing, happy by laughter, scared by shaky breathing, mad by tantrum/screaming), which resulted

in a total of eight randomly presented 20-second audio clips.

Participants respond to two types of questions. Immediately following each clip, partici-

pants first report on how listening to the audio made them feel (i.e., “Self” questions), using a

5-point Likert scale for each of nine emotion items modeled after the Positive and Negative

Affect Schedule (PANAS) [42] (0 = very slightly or not at all, 1 = a little, 2 = moderately, 3 =

quite a bit, 4 = extremely). In this initial study, participants provided ratings for how much

they felt each of these emotions while listening to each clip in the following order: Happy, Sad,

Mad, Scared, Calm, Irritated, Worried, Cheerful, and Unhappy. These EMPAT-EA Self

responses were theorized to reflect affective aspects of the empathy process (e.g., empathic con-

cern). For the second type of questions, the audio files were re-played later in the protocol.

This time after listening to each clip, participants were asked to indicate what they believed the

child in the audio felt (i.e., “Child” questions); participants used the same 5-point Likert scale

and rated the same set of nine emotions after every clip. EMPAT-EA Child responses were the-

orized to conceptually include cognitive aspects of the empathy process (e.g., emotion

recognition).

Empathy Measure for Parents Analog Task—Emotion Scripts (EMPAT-ES). Initial

development of evocative scripts for the EMPAT-ES version began with a previous sample of

parents (N = 183) of children aged 10 and under recruited through Amazon’s Mechanical

Turk (MTurk). Parents in the MTurk study responded to four open-ended prompts to

describe scenarios that would elicit each of four target emotions in their child (i.e., Happy,
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Mad, Sad, Scared). Common themes across all parent responses were identified, with each par-

ent-provided scenario categorized into one of the themes (ranging from 32–37 different

themes per emotion), and the four most frequently reported themes were identified for each

target emotion. Based on each of the four themes, eight research assistants were instructed to

independently generate four sample scripts that would elicit each target emotion in a four-

year-old child. A final pool of 75 unique emotion scripts of two sentences each were created

for the four target emotions, and then ranked for evocativeness by lab personnel (i.e., under-

graduate and graduate psychology students) (e.g., “Rank each script based on which best cap-

tured the emotion the child in the scenario would most likely feel”). Finally, the three emotion

script scenarios with the highest rankings overall for each target emotion were selected for

inclusion in this pilot test of the EMPAT-ES analog task. Happy scenes included: finding a sur-

prise birthday present; playing with a parent on a trampoline; and storytime with a parent.

Scared scenes included: storm at night; feeling a bug crawling on them in the dark; and losing

a parent in a crowd. Mad scenes included: parent revoking a child’s play-date; sibling stealing

a favorite toy; and parent refusing their child candy at a store. Sad scenes included: death of

grandmother; being left for the first time at daycare; and social exclusion at school. The final

twelve emotion scripts were randomly presented, balanced by gender, and phrased to maintain

a reading level no higher than 8th grade.

In Study 1, participants were first asked to report on how reading each emotion script made

them feel (i.e., “Self” questions) on a 5-point Likert scale (0 = very slightly or not at all, 1 = a lit-
tle, 2 = moderately, 3 = quite a bit, 4 = extremely) for the same emotion items as the audio ver-

sion: Happy, Sad, Mad, Scared, Calm, Irritated, Worried, Cheerful, and Unhappy. Responses

to EMPAT-ES Self questions were theorized to conceptually involve affective aspects of empa-

thy (e.g., empathic concern). Later in the protocol, participants rated how much the child in

the evocative script (i.e., “Child”) felt each of these same emotion response items. EMPAT-ES

Child responses were theorized to conceptually tap cognitive aspects of empathy (e.g., emotion

recognition, perspective taking).

Scoring approach. Participants’ EMPAT-EA and EMPAT-ES Child scores about how the

child in the analog stimuli felt would confirm the emotion classification accuracy of the stimuli

and theoretically signify emotion recognition and perspective taking abilities (i.e., indicators of

cognitive empathy) for both analog tasks.

Participants’ EMPAT-EA and EMPAT-ES Self scores were expected to include responses to

questions about their own emotional state. Based on exploratory factor analyses (see Analytic

Plan), responses contributing to each emotion subscale were identified. Using these analyses,

four emotion subscale scores were calculated by averaging responses of the items for each of

the Child and Self versions of both analog tasks (EMPAT-EA and EMPAT-ES), with primary

interest being the composite scores that combine all four emotion subscales into total scores.

Participants

Participants were 142 childless undergraduate students (Mage = 18.77 years, SD = 1.56; 59%

female) enrolled in an Introductory Psychology course at a public urban university in the

southeast U.S. Race was self-identified as: 65.5% White, 23.2% African American, 10.6%

Asian, and 0.7% Native American/Alaskan Native; of these, 5.6% of participants identified as

Hispanic and 15.5% as biracial. Undergraduates reported household incomes in their families

of origin: 25% reported below $40,000, with a median between $60,000-$79,999.
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Dispositional empathy validity measures

Empathy quotient-short. The EQS [43] is a 22-item self-report measure of dispositional

empathy. Participants indicated their level of agreement on a 4-point Likert scale on items sug-

gestive of empathic abilities (e.g., “It is hard for me to see why some things upset people so

much”). Approximately half of the items are reverse-scored, and a total score was computed

by summing across items, with higher scores indicative of greater empathy. The test authors

report good internal consistency (α = .90) and convergent validity. Good internal consistency

(α = .88) was also observed in the current sample.

Interpersonal reactivity index. The IRI [44] is a 28-item measure of dispositional empa-

thy. The IRI includes two relevant subscales of Empathic Concern (e.g., “Other people’s mis-

fortunes do not usually disturb me a great deal”) and Perspective Taking (e.g., “Before

criticizing somebody, I try to imagine how I would feel if I were in their place”), which were

selected to assess participants’ ability to affectively empathize with and adopt the perspective of

others, respectively. Each subscale is composed of seven items ranging from 1 (does not
describe me well) to 5 (describes me well). Subscale items were summed separately to create sub-

scale scores, with higher scores reflecting greater empathy. The IRI evidences validity with

comparable measures of empathy [44] and with measures of aggressive behavior [45]. Further,

the IRI Empathic Concern and Perspective Taking subscales demonstrated acceptable internal

consistency in the current study (α = .77 and .80, respectively).

Procedures

Undergraduate students under the age of 26 were recruited for the current study (childless in

order to homogenize the sample to avoid potential confounds from enrolling atypical under-

graduates). Participants attended a 90-minute research session in small groups of six partici-

pants or fewer as an option to fulfill a research requirement in an introductory psychology

course. All measures were delivered using Inquisit 4.0 software on individual desktop comput-

ers with headphones. After providing informed consent, the EMPAT-EA and EMPAT-ES Self

analog tasks were administered at the start of the protocol followed by self-report measures of

dispositional empathy and additional, unrelated measures, ending the session with the

EMPAT-ES and EMPAT-EA Child versions. All study procedures were approved by the Uni-

versity of Alabama at Birmingham Institutional Review Board (IRB- 300000331).

Analytic plan

Principal components exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and scale reliability analysis (Cron-

bach’s alpha) were used to determine the factor structure and reliability of each of four emo-

tion subscales (i.e., Happy, Mad, Sad, Scared) for both the audio and script versions of the

EMPAT analog measure. The EFAs included participants’ responses on the nine emotions

(each item on a 5-point scale) provided for the Boy and Girl responses on each subscale (i.e.,

audio stimuli included 18 responses/subscale, script stimuli included 27 responses/subscale).

We utilized Promax rotation of factors as needed assuming that any underlying factors would

be non-orthogonal. We set a number of a priori criteria for item inclusion in the final subscale

scores (guided by recommendations from Nunnally & Bernstein [46]). Items in the EFA

needed to load at minimum .40 for subscale inclusion (those below this criterion were

removed), and the variance explained by the remaining subscale items needed to account for

at least 50% of the variance in the emotion subscale. Subscale reliability analyses then con-

firmed these final items contributed to the subscale, with minimum criteria set for alpha at

least .70 and item-total correlations (ITCs) of at least .30. This set of analyses strived to empiri-

cally identify the most parsimonious factor structure of item sets to average in creating each of
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the four emotion subscale scores for each EMPAT version, with Total scores combining these

averaged subscales.

Results

Confirmation of stimuli accuracy. The accuracy of the emotions in the stimuli was con-

firmed using ratings from the EMPAT child versions. For the EMPAT-EA audio stimuli, 95%

and 97.2% of respondents rated the Boy and Girl Happy audios, respectively, as “extremely” or

“quite a bit” happy. The EMPAT-EA Boy and Girl Mad audios were rated as “extremely” or

“quite a bit” mad by 86.7% and 86.6% of respondents, respectively. EMPAT-EA Sad Boy and

Girl audio stimuli were correctly identified by 73.3% and 92.3%, respectively. The EMPAT-EA

Scared audio stimuli were correctly identified in the Child version as Scared by 73.2% and

73.3% of respondents for the boy and girl audio, respectively. For the EMPAT-ES script sti-

muli, 93.6%, 94.4%, and 89.4% of respondents rated the three Happy scripts as “extremely” or

“quite a bit” happy. The EMPAT-ES Mad scripts were rated as “extremely” or “quite a bit”

mad by 83.1%, 79.6%, and 74.8% of respondents. The EMPAT-ES Sad scripts were correctly

identified as sad by 94.4%, 84.6%, and 90.9% of respondents. The EMPAT-ES Scared scripts

were rated as “extremely” or “quite a bit” scared by 89.5%, 91.6%, and 88.1% of respondents.

Factor analysis. See Table 1 for the final items included in each subscale. Across versions,

one to two factors were ultimately identified. For the audio stimuli, the EMPAT-EA Child

Happy subscale was comprised of 16 items (8 emotions each for Boy/Girl) and accounted for

83% of the variance. The Mad subscale included 6 items (3 emotions) that explained 60.95% of

the variance. The Sad factor was comprised of 6 items (3 emotions) that explained 66.17% of

the variance. The Scared factor consisted of 6 items (3 emotions) that accounted for 72.35% of

the variance. For the EMPAT-EA Self audio stimuli, the Happy subscale was comprised of 6

items (3 emotions) that explained 62.68% of the variance. The Mad factor included 6 items (3

emotions) that explained 60.05% of the variance. The Sad factor was comprised of 8 items (4

emotions) explaining 53.13% of the variance. The Scared factor was comprised of 8 items (4

emotions) that explained 62.73% of the variance.

For the EMPAT-ES Child script stimuli, the Happy subscale consisted of 24 items (8 emo-

tions) that explained 66.53% of the variance. The Mad subscale was comprised of 12 items (4

emotions) accounting for 59.23% of the variance. The Sad subscale consisted of 12 items (4

emotions) that explained 76.21% of the variance. The Scared subscale was comprised of 9

items (3 emotions) that explained 68.87% of the variance. For the EMPAT-ES Self script sti-

muli, the Happy subscale included 9 items (3 emotions) that explained 70.37% of the variance.

The Mad subscale consisted of 15 responses (5 emotions) that explained 51.42% of the vari-

ance. The Sad factor included 9 responses (3 emotions) that accounted for 65.59% of the vari-

ance. The Scared subscale included 8 items (4 emotions) that explained 61.58% of the variance.

Reliability. See Table 2 for scale alphas. For EMPAT-EA Child audio stimuli, the Total

score demonstrated good reliability; all constituent emotion subscales (i.e., Happy, Mad, Sad,

Scared) met the minimum criteria for alpha of at least .70. Examination of ITCs on emotion

subscales confirmed that Happy (.32-.86), Sad (.47-.55), and Scared (.38-.69) all met the mini-

mum criteria of at least .30. Although the ITC range for the EMPAT-EA Child Mad subscale

fell just below this cutoff (.29-.57), the removal of that single item did not affect alpha; thus, the

response was retained given that its comparable item in the other gender met the ITC criteria.

For EMPAT-EA Self audio stimuli, all emotion subscales demonstrated high reliability and

high ITCs in excess of the minimum criteria EMPAT-EA Self Happy (.57-.76), Mad (.61-.70),

Sad (.55-.70), and Scared (.68-.80) subscales.
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For the EMPAT-ES Child script stimuli, the Total score also demonstrated strong reliabil-

ity; all emotion subscales also demonstrated strong internal consistency. Additionally, the

Happy (.33-.86), Mad (.34-.72), Sad (.34-.61), and Scared (.55-.73) emotion subscales all

exceeded the minimum criteria for ITCs. For the EMPAT-ES Self script stimuli, the Total

score demonstrated excellent reliability as well as its emotion subscales. The EMPAT-ES Self

Happy (.48-.77), Mad (.32-.70), Sad (.57-.69), and Scared (.47-.75) subscales also all met the

minimum ITCs criteria.

Validity. See Table 2 for correlations. Using the audio stimuli, the EMPAT-EA Self Total

score, and all emotion subscale scores, were significantly associated with dispositional

empathic concern (i.e., affective empathy) on the IRI, demonstrating convergent validity. Only

the EMPAT-EA Self Total score and the Scared emotion subscale score were significantly

related to dispositional perspective taking (i.e., cognitive empathy) on the IRI. The EMPA-

T-EA Self Total score and all emotion subscales, except for Happy, were related to disposi-

tional empathy measured with the EQS. The EMPAT-EA Child Total score, along with the

Happy and Scared subscales, were significantly related to dispositional empathic concern on

the IRI. No EMPAT-EA Child subscales were significantly related to dispositional perspective

Table 1. Study 1: Emotion subscale scoring approach based on exploratory factor analyses (with EFA factor load-

ings for boy/girl versions of the stimuli).

Study 1: Emotion Subscale Items

EMPAT-EA

Child

Happy Happy (.82, .81), Cheerful (.84, .82), Sad�(.99, .99), Mad� (.93, .99), Scared� (.99, .99), Irritated�

(.85, .85), Worried� (.97, .99), Unhappy� (.81, .74)

Mad Mad (.83, .52), Irritated (.86, .57), Unhappy (.79, .84)

Sad Sad (.70, .86), Unhappy (.64, .82), Worried (.91, .88)

Scared Scared (.83, .81), Worried (.84, .80), Unhappy (.87, .93)

EMPAT-EA Self

Happy Happy (.76, .99), Cheerful (.80, .98), Calm (.98, .52)

Mad Sad (.79, .81), Worried (.79, .78), Unhappy (.73, .75)

Sad Sad, (.66, .78) Worried (.78, .77), Unhappy (.72, .75), Scared (.70, .67)

Scared Sad (.78, .76), Scared (.76, .78), Worried (.81, .86), Unhappy (.80, .78)

EMPAT-ES

Child

Happy Happy (.77, .80, .83), Cheerful (.83, .77, .68), Sad� (.87, .70, .82), Mad� (.95, .89, .82), Scared�

(.88, .56, .81), Irritated� (.91, .83, .84), Worried� (.80, .69, .75), Unhappy� (.80, .79, .71)

Mad Sad (.58, .82, .87), Mad (.78, .78, .73), Irritated (.89, .75, .71), Unhappy (.76, .70, .71)

Sad Sad (.85, .83, .82), Unhappy (.78, .78, .77), Happy� (.96, .86, .97), Cheerful� (.92, .91, .98)

Scared Scared (.82, .85, .75), Worried (.82, .79, .88), Unhappy (.81, .90, .78)

EMPAT-ES Self

Happy Happy (.82, .84, .93), Cheerful (.79, .81, .84), Calm (.90, .88, .62)

Mad Mad (.65, .60, .84), Irritated (.78, .59, .97), Sad (.74, .80, .76), Unhappy (.57, .48, .71), Worried

(.65, .50, .42)

Sad Sad (.75, .77, .80), Worried (.67, .69, .67), Unhappy (.71, .69, .75)

Scared Sad (.89, .92, .59), Scared (.82, .97, .68), Worried (.74, .89, .68), Unhappy (.44, .57, .54)

Note. Emotion words on the right indicate responses that met minimum criteria in the exploratory factor analysis for

the respective emotion factor and were then included in the corresponding EMPAT emotion subscale average score.

�indicates the response was reverse scored.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0259522.t001
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taking. The EMPAT-EA Child Total score, Sad subscale, and Scared subscale score were signif-

icantly associated with the EQS.

Regarding the script analog, the EMPAT-ES Self Total score and the Happy and Sad sub-

scale scores were significantly associated with dispositional empathy on the EQS (see Table 2).

All EMPAT-ES Self subscale scores, except for EMPAT-ES Self Mad, were significantly related

to dispositional empathic concern on the IRI. Only the EMPAT-ES Self Happy subscale score

was significantly associated with dispositional perspective taking on the IRI. Notably, the

EMPAT-ES Self Mad subscale score was negative and not significantly related to any dimen-

sions of dispositional empathy. This result suggests that participants’ reactions to a mad child

did not provide useful information about their empathic skills, which ran counter to study

expectations that reactions to child angry stimuli would elicit important information about

empathic responding. Further, EMPAT-ES Self Mad also did not contribute to the scale reli-

ability analysis for the EMPAT-ES Self Total score in the expected direction. Taken together,

these results suggested that the Mad subscale was not performing as accurately as the other

Table 2. Study 1: Means (standard deviations), reliability and validity of the EMPAT in Study 1.

M(SD) α IRIPT r IRIEC r EQS r
Audio Self

Happy 3.57 (0.92) .88 .12 .31��� .14

Mad 3.20 (1.09) .87 .16 .28��� .20�

Sad 2.76 (0.90) .87 .14 .23�� .20�

Scared 3.15 (1.06) .91 .18� .28��� .26��

Total 12.68 (3.37) .95 .18� .33��� .24��

Audio Child

Happy 4.89 (0.32) .91 .14 .20� .08

Mad 4.24 (0.66) .71 .05 .04 .14

Sad 3.75 (0.77) .75 .02 .16 .20�

Scared 3.90 (0.88) .81 .13 .20� .26��

Total 16.78 (2.05) .88 .11 .20� .24��

Script Self

Happy 3.66 (0.85) .90 .17� .32��� .24��

Mad 2.24 (0.67) .89 -.05 .03 .06

Sad 3.31 (0.89) .88 .11 .21� .19�

Scared 2.83 (0.88) .91 .10 .23�� .13

Total (w/o Mad) 9.79 (2.32) .95 .14 .29��� .21�

Script Child

Happy 4.78 (0.43) .92 .14 .18� .13

Mad 3.72 (0.82) .90 .19� .22�� .23��

Sad 4.63 (0.45) .81 .20� .26�� .23��

Scared 4.19 (0.82) .89 .23�� .30��� .24��

Total 17.32 (2.16) .95 .23�� .29��� .25��

M(SD) 25.79 (5.11) 27.13 (5.19) 67.45 (8.69)

α .80 .77 .85

Note. IRIEC = Interpersonal Reactivity Index, Empathic Concern subscale; IRIPT = Perspective Taking subscale; IRIT

= Total Score. EQS = Emotion Quotient Short.

� p � .05,

�� p � .01,

���p � .001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0259522.t002
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emotion subscales; thus, the Mad subscale was removed from the EMPAT-ES Self Total score

for these analyses.

Most EMPAT-ES Child Total score and emotion subscale scores were significantly related

to measures of dispositional affective and cognitive empathy on the IRI. All emotion subscale

scores demonstrated significant associations with dispositional empathic concern (i.e., affec-

tive empathy) on the IRI. All emotion subscales except for EMPAT-ES Child Happy scores

were significantly related to dispositional perspective taking (i.e., cognitive empathy) on the

IRI. The Total EMPAT-ES Child scores and all subscale scores except EMPAT-ES Child

Happy were significantly associated with total dispositional empathy scores on the EQS.

Discussion

The goals for development of both the Self and Child versions of the EMPAT task in this pilot

were three-fold: for participants to be able to accurately identify the child’s emotion (“Child”

versions), experience empathic concern for the child (“Self” versions) and demonstrate under-

standing of the child’s perspective (“Child” versions). Findings from this initial study suggest

that for the EMPAT-EA (using audio stimuli), Self responses were largely related to affective

empathy (empathic concern), as expected. However, for the Child responses, although the

total score was related to dispositional empathy, only some of the emotion scores appeared to

contribute to that relation (EMPAT-EA Child Happy and Scared for the IRI and EMPAT-EA

Child Sad and Scared for the EQS). Further, EMPAT-EA Child scores were minimally associ-

ated with aspects of perspective taking on the IRI, which would have been indicative of cogni-

tive empathic abilities. These results contradict the expectation that EMPAT-EA Child

responses would primarily be related to aspects of cognitive empathy (i.e., emotion recognition

and dispositional perspective taking). Thus, fewer associations with self-reported dispositional

perspective taking were observed, suggesting that neither Self nor Child versions of the EMPA-

T-EA may tap into cognitive empathy as expected. Alternatively, although the EMPAT-EA

Self responses were expected to represent affective empathy and the EMPAT-EA Child

responses were expected to represent cognitive empathy, the possibility remains that the two

versions of the audio analog task may not be able to clearly distinguish affective from cognitive

empathy.

Using evocative scripts, the EMPAT-ES Self responses provided some evidence of empathic

concern as expected. However, the EMPAT-ES Self Mad subscale did not operate as expected

and was not significantly related to any measure of dispositional empathy, suggesting that how

individuals feel when reading about a situation that might anger a child did not evoke an emo-

tional response reflected in empathic abilities. Individuals’ behavioral responses to children’s

anger may be a better marker of empathy in the context of reacting to potentially frustrating

child emotions. However, the inability of EMPAT-ES Self Mad scores to contribute to the pri-

mary EMPAT-ES Total score is concerning given that reactions to child anger in particular are

critical to the principal goal of developing an empathy analog task—to capture parents’ reac-

tions to multiple children’s emotions. The EMPAT-ES Child script version was expected to

represent primarily cognitive aspects of empathy (e.g., emotion recognition, perspective tak-

ing) but results indicated that the script version was significantly related to both cognitive and

affective aspects of dispositional empathy, indicating that the script analog may not differenti-

ate these components of empathy.

Although Child responses on both EMPAT audio and script versions were expected to con-

vey cognitive empathy (i.e., emotion recognition, perspective taking), the EMPAT-EA Child

using audio stimuli demonstrated fewer significant associations with measures of dispositional

empathy relative to the script version. This finding suggests EMPAT-ES evocative scripts may
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serve as a stronger measure of cognitive empathy. Self responses on both versions of the

EMPAT evidenced associations with affective empathy (i.e., empathic concern), with the nota-

ble exception of EMPAT-ES Mad as noted above. However, overall, dispositional affective

empathy was related to Child and Self versions of the EMPAT analog tasks rather than simply

with the Self responses.

To further improve the measures for the next study with parents, in the EMPAT-EA, the

emotion audio stimuli for Boy Sad, Boy Scared, and Girl Scared were all replaced with new

audio clips because frequency distribution results showed that less than 75% of participants

accurately identified these target emotions from the respective audio clips. In addition, for

both the EMPAT-EA and EMPAT-ES, the “calm” response option did not load meaningfully

on any of the target emotion subscales (originally intended for the Mad stimuli) and thus was

eliminated as an item in the subsequent study. Similarly, the “unhappy” item appeared to func-

tion as anything other than “happy” (selected in nearly all emotion subscales), rather than as

the intended synonym for “sad”. Thus, in the subsequent study, “unhappy” was replaced with

“blue” to function as a brief, clearer synonym to “sad” in all versions. For emotion identifica-

tion options (i.e., Child versions), to provide participants more items, “afraid” and “angry”

were added. Finally, given the pilot finding that EMPAT-ES Self Mad did not operate as

expected, nor in the same direction as the other three EMPAT-ES Self emotion subscales, the

subsequent study only presented EMPAT-ES Child questions; omitting EMPAT-ES Self also

reduced the protocol length for the next study. To further reduce the protocol length, the two

strongest EMPAT-ES scripts for each emotion (i.e., the two with the highest correct emotion

identification on EMPAT-ES Child as demonstrated by frequency distributions) were

extracted for use in the next study. Taken together, these modifications were expected to

improve the performance of both the EMPAT-EA and EMPAT-ES in measurement of emo-

tion recognition (i.e., cognitive empathy) and empathic concern abilities (i.e., affective empa-

thy) with the analog tasks’ target population—parents.

Study 2

The goal of the second study was to assess the reliability and provide preliminary concurrent

and convergent validity of the modified EMPAT with a sample of parents. This study also uti-

lized longitudinal data to determine whether self-reported dispositional empathy predicted

EMPAT scores.

Participants

Participants were 212 parents (mothers n = 119; fathers n = 93) from Time 4 of a prospective,

longitudinal study, the “Following First Families” (Triple-F) study. Participants initially invited

for the Triple-F Study were a sample of first-time mothers and their male partners, recruited

in their third trimester of pregnancy from community health centers and ob/gyn clinics, with

over half involving families with one or more sociodemographic risks (i.e.,�150% of the fed-

eral poverty line, receipt of federal assistance,� high school education, single parenthood,�

age 18). The larger three-wave study began with 203 primiparous mothers and 151 of their

partners (Time 1). To remain eligible to continue in the study, mothers needed to have custody

of the focal child. Of the 201 eligible families, parents were reassessed for Time 2 (n = 186

mothers, 146 fathers) when children were 6 months old (± 2 weeks) and for Time 3 (n = 180

mothers, 144 fathers) when children were 18 months old (± 3 weeks). Families were re-invited

for this study for Time 4 when children were between 4 years and 4 years, 6 months.

At Time 4, 50.9% of the sample identified their race as White and 48.1% identified as Black;

the remaining 1% identified as Asian (0.5%) or Native American/Native Alaskan (0.5%); of the
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full sample, 7.5% identified as biracial and 5% identified as Hispanic or Latinx. Approximately

half of mothers in the current sample (Mage = 30.44, SDage = 5.80) reported a combined house-

hold income less than $50,000 annually, with 32.8% receiving public assistance. Mothers

reported educational level: 23.5% had a high school diploma or less, 25.2% completed some

college, 22.7% completed a four-year college degree, and 28.6% had completed more than a

four-year degree. Fathers in the current sample (Mage = 32.65, SDage = 6.75) reported their edu-

cational attainment: 24.8% reported a high school diploma or less, 30.1% had completed some

college, 20.4% had completed a four-year college degree, and 24.8% had completed more than

a four-year degree.

Participants in the current sample (Time 4) did not differ significantly from participants

not retained from the three previous time points on sociodemographic variables such as age,

socio-economic status, employment status, or minority status. However, participants who

unmarried at Time 1 [χ2 (1, 191) = 4.24, p< .05] and at Time 3 [χ2 (1, 189) = 9.50, p< .01]

were more likely to be missing from the sample by Time 4.

Measures

EMPAT-EA. Eight audio clips for the EMPAT-EA were used in Study 2 (Boy/Girl Happy,

Mad, Sad, Scared). Participants were asked to imagine their child expressing the target emo-

tions when listening to the audio stimuli. Participants in this study used the 5-point Likert

scale to rate how hearing the child in each clip made them feel (EMPAT-EA Self) for emotions

in the following order: Happy, Sad, Mad, Scared, Irritated, Worried, Cheerful, and Blue. To

identify child emotion (EMPAT-EA Child), they rated each emotion audio clip in the follow-

ing order: Happy, Sad, Mad, Scared, Angry, Afraid, Cheerful, Irritated, Worried, and Blue.

EMPAT-ES. The Child version was used in this study, with two scripts per emotion

(Happy, Mad, Sad, Scared) balanced by child gender, with the same emotion response options

as the EMPAT-EA Child audio version. Participants were asked to imagine their child express-

ing the target emotions when reading the script stimuli.

Convergent validity measures. Interpersonal reactivity index. The IRI [44] was again used

in the current study as a self-report measure of dispositional empathy. The IRI was adminis-

tered in the Triple-F study at every time point, permitting an examination of how earlier

empathic responding related to the EMPAT tasks. The IRI demonstrated good reliability

across time points (α = .80 to .86).

Parental empathy measure. The PEM [20] is a 25-item self-report measure of parents’

empathy directed toward their own child. The measure includes two subscales—Cognitive and

Affective empathy. Parents respond to items on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (Not at all true)

to 5 (Very true) (e.g., “When my child is angry, I feel angry on his/her behalf”). Items are

summed to create a total score and subscale scores, with higher scores on each reflecting

greater cognitive or affective empathy directed toward their own child. The test authors report

the PEM correlates with coded parental interviews of empathy toward their child. The PEM

demonstrated good internal consistency in the current sample (α = .81).

Parental empathy quotient-short. The EQS [43] used in Study 1 is a measure of dispositional

empathy. The Parental Empathy Quotient-Short (P-EQS) modified 19 EQS items, rephrased

to reflect parents’ perspective-taking ability and responsiveness directed toward their own

child [47]. The P-EQS significantly relates to self-reported dispositional empathy, as measured

by the IRI, as well as parental empathy (particularly cognitive empathy), as measured by the

PEM, evidencing validity [47]. In the P-EQS, participants indicate their agreement on a

4-point Likert scale to items suggestive of child-directed empathy (e.g., “I am good at
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predicting how my child will feel”). Higher scores are indicative of greater parental empathy.

The measure demonstrated good internal consistency (α = .83) in the current sample.

Concurrent validity measures. Parental authority questionnaire. The PAQ [48] is a mea-

sure of parenting styles. Although three parenting styles can be assessed, Authoritative parent-

ing was the focus in the current study as most theoretically relevant to positive parenting (e.g.,

“I set firm guidelines for my children, but I am understanding when they disagree with me”).

With 10 items on a 5-point Likert scale, higher scores on the subscale indicate greater levels of

Authoritative parenting. The test authors report good reliability and concurrent validity. The

PAQ Authoritative subscale demonstrated good internal consistency in the current sample (α
= .84).

Parenting young children scale. The PARYC [49] is a 21-item measure designed to assess

parenting behaviors for parents of children below age 6. Consisting of three subscales, Sup-

porting Positive Behavior was selected for this study as most relevant to positive parenting.

Items on this subscale (e.g., “Notice and praise your child’s good behavior?”) are rated for how

often they engaged in each behavior in the past month on a 7-point Likert scale from 1 (Not at
all) to 7 (Most of the time). The PARYC has demonstrated concurrent validity with other par-

enting measures, with fewer maladaptive parenting strategies and child problem behaviors.

The PARYC Supporting Positive Behavior subscale demonstrated good internal consistency in

the current study (α = .91).

Response analog to child compliance task. The ReACCT [50] is an analog task designed to

assess harsh parenting which presents a realistic parent-child scenario in which the parent is

running late for preschool. A series of sequential scenes are presented where the parent is por-

trayed as providing an instruction to the child in order to get ready to leave for preschool and

the child responds with either compliance or non-compliance. A total of 20 steps are scored

because the parent can remain “stuck” in a scene if the child remains noncompliant. At each

step, parents select from 16 possible adaptive or maladaptive responses to the child’s behavior,

which receive positive or negative weights, respectively. Throughout the task, participants hear

and see a ticking clock to elicit urgency, and each time the parent appears to obtain quick com-

pliance, the parent receives a game bonus of 50 cents. ReACCT can be scored for parents’

responses to children’s Noncompliance (12 items) and Compliance (8 items), with higher

scores on both subscales indicating harsher responses. For the current study, only parents’

Compliance subscale scores were used to estimate parents’ positive parenting responses to

compliance. Across several samples of varying risk, higher ReACCT scores are associated with

measures of child abuse risk and abusive discipline tactics [50]. The measure demonstrated

good internal consistency in the current sample (α = .85).

Procedures

Parents completed measures in a 2-hour session, and all measures were presented with Inquisit

4.0 software via laptop computers with headphones. After providing informed consent, the

EMPAT-EA Self was administered first in the protocol, followed by a series of measures that

included dispositional and parental empathy and positive parenting; the EMPAT-EA Child

and EMPAT-ES Child were presented at the end of the full protocol. All study procedures for

each wave of this longitudinal study, including Time 4, were approved by the University of

Alabama at Birmingham Institutional Review Board (IRB-130626002).

Analytic plan

Comparable to Study 1, the emotion subscale factors for each version of the EMPAT in the

parent sample were again determined through exploratory factor analysis, seeking to identify
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the most parsimonious solution, using scale reliability and ITCs to confirm these composi-

tions, adopting the same set of minimum criteria for each step. For interpretation of concur-

rent and convergent validity, of primary interest are the total scores for each version.

Results

Confirmation of stimuli accuracy. Accuracy of the stimuli was confirmed using ratings

from the EMPAT child versions. For EMPAT-EA audio stimuli, 92.4% and 91.9% of respon-

dents rated the Boy and Girl Happy audios, respectively, as “extremely” or “quite a bit” happy.

The EMPAT-EA Boy and Girl Mad audios were rated as “extremely” or “quite a bit” mad by

83.3% and 89.1% of parents, respectively. EMPAT-EA Sad Boy and Girl audio stimuli were

correctly identified by 74.8% and 84.7% of respondents, respectively. The EMPAT-EA Scared

audios were correctly identified as scared by 70.0% and 90.0% of respondents for the Boy and

Girl audio, respectively. For the EMPAT-ES script stimuli, 87.2% and 85.2% of parents rated

the two Happy scripts as “extremely” or “quite a bit” happy. The two EMPAT-ES Mad scripts

were rated as “extremely” or “quite a bit” Mad by 83.3% and 75.8% of parents. The EMPAT-ES

Sad scripts were correctly identified by 82.8% and 80.0% of parents. The two EMPAT-ES

Scared scripts were rated as “extremely” or “quite a bit” scared by 80.9% and 85.3% of

respondents.

Factor analysis. See Table 3 for the final items included in each subscale. For the EMPA-

T-EA Child audio stimuli, the Happy subscale included 20 items (10 emotions) which

explained 82.1% of the variance. The Mad subscale consisted of 10 items (5 emotions)

Table 3. Study 2: Emotion subscale scoring approach based on exploratory factor analyses (with EFA factor load-

ings for boy/girl versions of the stimuli).

Study 2: Emotion Subscale Components

EMPAT-EA

Child

Happy Happy (.63, .66), Cheerful (.75, .76), Sad� (.69, .89), Mad� (1.0, .91), Scared� (1.0, .96), Angry�

(.89, 1.0), Afraid� (.92, 1.0), Irritated� (.89, .91), Worried� (.73, .92), Blue� (.96, .91)

Mad Mad (.66, .76), Angry (.72, .78), Irritated (.55, .63), Sad (.69, .77), Blue (.84, .82)

Sad Sad (.78, .67), Blue (.84, .77), �Happy (.77, .79), �Cheerful (.75, .81)

Scared Scared (.87, .51), Afraid (.86, .58), Worried (.81, .56), Happy� (.78, .75), Cheerful� (.90, .81)

EMPAT-EA Self

Happy Happy (.86, .84), Cheerful (.86, .85), Mad� (.94, .94), Sad� (.93, .97), Scared� (.94, .92), Irritated�

(.95, .85), Worried� (.97, .87), Blue� (.76, .92)

Mad Sad (.91, .82), Worried (.92, .86), Blue (.72, .80), Scared (.81, .96)

Sad Sad (.80, .80), Worried (.77, .93), Blue (.82, .61), Scared (.80, .72)

Scared Sad (.77, .90), Worried (.97, .60), Blue (.58, .89), Scared (.86, .74)

EMPAT-ES

Child

Happy Happy (-.66, -.52), Cheerful (-.63, -.46), Sad� (.84, .86), Mad� (.92, .88), Scared� (.90, .75),

Angry� (.87, .90), Afraid� (.89, .76), Irritated� (.85, .86), Worried� (.85, .82), Blue� (.85, .90)

Mad Mad (.59, .87), Angry (.57, .82), Irritated (.73, .83), Cheerful� (.87, .90), Happy� (.90, .81)

Sad Sad (.57, .56), Blue (.75, .77), Worried (.67, .86), Cheerful� (.86, .81), Happy� (.73, .75)

Scared Scared (.74, .81), Afraid (.77, .81), Worried (.81, .83), Happy� (.56, .59), Mad� (.77, .77), Angry�

(.79, .79), Cheerful� (.59, .46), Irritated� (.73, .73)

Note. Emotion words on the right indicate responses that met minimum criteria in the exploratory factor analysis for

the respective emotion factor and were then included in the corresponding EMPAT emotion subscale score.

�indicates the response was reverse scored.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0259522.t003
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explaining 54.5% of the variance. The Sad subscale was comprised of 8 items (4 emotions)

explaining 61.0% of the variance. The Scared subscale consisted of 10 items (5 emotions) that

explained 59.9% of the variance.

For the EMPAT-EA Self audio stimuli, the Happy subscale included 16 items (8 emotions)

that explained 81.5% of the variance. The Mad subscale consisted of 8 items (4 emotions) that

explained 74.7% of the variance. The Sad subscale was comprised of 8 items (4 emotions) that

explained 63.6% of the variance. The Scared factor was comprised of 8 items (4 emotions) that

accounted for 67.3% of the variance.

For the EMPAT-ES Child script stimuli, the Happy subscale included 20 items (10 emo-

tions) accounting for 76.9% of the variance. The Mad subscale consisted of 10 items (5 emo-

tions) that explained 66.9% of the variance. The Sad subscale included 10 items (5 emotions)

that explained 59.2% of the variance. The Scared subscale consisted of 16 items (8 emotions)

that accounted for 58.9% of the variance.

Reliability. See Table 4 for internal consistency coefficients. For EMPAT-EA Child audio

stimuli, the Total score demonstrated excellent reliability and all emotion subscales (i.e.,

Happy, Mad, Sad, Scared) met the minimum alpha of at least .70. Examination of the responses

included in each emotion subscale indicated that Happy (.31-.84), Mad (.36-.59), and Scared

(.37-.67) all met the minimum criteria for item-total correlations of at least .30. However, the

range of item total correlations for the EMPAT-EA Child Sad subscale fell below this cutoff

(.23-.57). Because removal of that item did not improve alpha, the item was retained to

Table 4. Study 2: Means, standard deviations, reliability, and cross-sectional validity correlations for EMPAT tasks.

M (SD) α PEMT PEMC PEMA P-EQS IRIEC IRIPT PAQ PARYCS ReACCT

Audio-Self
Happy 4.80 (0.34) .87 .27��� .29��� .19� .18�� .19�� .16� .17� .13 -.12

Mad 2.47 (1.08) .90 .22��� .15� .25��� .15� .07 .01 .08 .04 -.09

Sad 2.48 (0.86) .84 .15� .09 .19�� .09 .12 .10 .10 .14� -.19��

Scared 2.88 (0.93) .86 .18�� .12 .20�� .13 .12 .07 .11 .16� -.12

Total 12.63 (2.58) .92 .24��� .17� .27��� .16� .14� .09 .13 .14 -.16�

Audio-Child
Happy 4.83 (0.44) .94 .17� .20�� .10 .19�� .25��� .20�� .29��� .22�� -.35���

Mad 3.61 (0.77) .78 .29��� .24��� .28��� .28��� .24��� .28��� .20�� .24��� -.32���

Sad 4.35 (0.59) .70 .23��� .24�� .16� .23�� .31��� .31��� .32��� .27��� -.41���

Scared 4.40 (0.58) .80 .30��� .28��� .26��� .25��� .29��� .22��� .32��� .29��� -.37���

Total 17.19 (1.87) .92 .33��� .31��� .27��� .31��� .35��� .33��� .35��� .33��� -.46���

Script-Child
Happy 4.69 (0.62) .96 .22��� .23��� .16� .27��� .40��� .32��� .36��� .28��� -.31���

Mad 4.36 (0.65) .87 .24��� .23��� .20�� .21�� .35��� .26��� .34��� .26��� -.40���

Sad 4.24 (0.69) .84 .33��� .30��� .28��� .26��� .41��� .27��� .39��� .32��� -.41���

Scared 4.29 (0.64) .86 .23��� .24��� .17 .17 .43��� .30��� .40��� .28��� -.42���

Total 17.57 (2.29) .96 .29��� .28��� .23�� .26��� .45��� .32��� .42��� .32��� -.44���

M (SD) 109.68 (9.21) 62.17 (5.49) 47.50 (4.88) 63.31 (7.23) 28.59 (4.94) 27.48 (5.14) 41.63 (6.54) 43.63 (6.30) -10.06 (9.83)

Note. PAQ = PEMT = Parental Empathy Measure-Total score; PEMC = Cognitive scale; PEMA = Affective scale; P-EQS = Parental Empathy Quotient-Short; IRIEC =

Interpersonal Reactivity Index- Empathic Concern scale; IRIPT = Perspective Taking Scale; Parental Authority Questionnaire, Authoritative; PARYCS = Parenting

Young Children-Supporting Positive Behavior scale; ReACCT = Response Analog to Child Compliance Task, Compliance Scale.

�p � .05,

��p � .01,

���p � .001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0259522.t004
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preserve its comparable item for the other gender. For EMPAT-EA Self audio stimuli, the

Total score also demonstrated excellent internal consistency and all emotion subscales

exceeded all criteria. EMPAT-EA Self Happy (.38-.77), Mad (.65-.73), Sad (.46-.64), and Scared

(.54-.72) subscales all demonstrated acceptable item total correlations. For the EMPAT-ES

Child script stimuli, the Total score demonstrated excellent reliability and all emotion sub-

scales exceeded the minimum criteria set for internal consistency and ITCs. For EMPAT-ES

emotion subscale, ITCs were as follows: Happy (.47-.88), Mad (.40-.72), Sad (.35-.70), and

Scared (.40-.66).

Validity. Concurrent validity. The EMPAT-EA Self Total score and all four emotion sub-

scale scores were significantly related to affective (i.e., empathic concern) aspects of empathy

as assessed by the Parental Empathy Measure (see Table 4). Only the EMPAT-EA Self Total

score, Happy, and Mad subscales were associated with cognitive (i.e., emotion recognition,

perspective taking) aspects of empathy on the PEM (Table 4). The Total score and Happy and

Mad subscale scores of the EMPAT-EA Self were also associated with the other self-report

measure of parental empathy (P-EQS). Only the EMPAT-EA Self Happy subscale score was

related to the dispositional measure of empathy, the IRI, concurrently (Table 4) and longitudi-

nally with empathic concern (see Table 5). However, this Happy subscale only became signifi-

cantly associated with the dispositional measure of empathy at Time 2, after parents

transitioned into parenthood (see Table 5). The total EMPAT-EA Self score was unrelated to

IRI scores across time.

The Total score and all emotion subscales of the EMPAT-EA Child audio version (except

for Happy) were significantly related with scores on the self-reported parental empathy

Table 5. Means, standard deviations, and longitudinal validity correlation coefficients for the EMPAT tasks for parents in Study 2.

IRIEC (T1) IRIPT (T1) IRIEC (T2) IRIPT (T2) IRIEC (T3) IRIPT (T3)

EMPAT-EA Self r r r r r r
Happy .10 -.01 .16� .02 .17� .02

Mad -.01 -.04 .01 .01 -.04 -.00

Sad .04 -.03 .03 .05 .02 .02

Scared .02 -.04 .02 -.07 .00 -.02

Total .03 -.04 .04 -.01 .01 .00

EMPAT-EA Child
Happy .19�� .05 .18� .08 .20�� .04

Mad .09 .07 .12 .10 .14 .15�

Sad .24��� .14� .24��� .16� .21�� .13

Scared .15� .02 .22�� .10 .17� .07

Total .20�� .10 .23�� .14 .22�� .14

EMPAT-ES Child
Happy .28��� .12 .29��� .13 .28��� .18�

Mad .31��� .09 .37��� .20�� .33��� .16�

Sad .33��� .08 .35��� .12 .36��� .17�

Scared .27��� .11 .33��� .15� .36��� .17�

Total .34��� .11 .38��� .17� .37��� .20��

M (SD) 28.18 (4.57) 26.41 (4.69) 27.75 (4.81) 26.77 (5.00) 27.60 (4.61) 26.71 (4.65)

Note. IRI = Interpersonal Reactivity Index; T1 = Time 1 prenatal assessment, T2 = Time 2 children 6 mo. old, T3 = Time 3 children 18 mo. old.

�p � .05,

��p � .01,

���p � .001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0259522.t005
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measure (PEM Total, PEM Cognitive, and PEM Affective; see Table 4). All EMPAT-EA Child

scores were also significantly related to the other parental empathy measure (P-EQS; see

Table 4). The EMPAT-EA Child Total (as well as all four emotion subscales) score was also sig-

nificantly associated with self-reported affective empathy (IRI empathic concern) and cogni-

tive empathy (IRI perspective taking) concurrently (i.e., at Time 4; Table 4), and most of the

emotion subscales were longitudinally related to empathic concern on the IRI across all four

time points (spanning four years; Table 5). However, the significant relationship between

EMPAT-EA Child Mad and dispositional empathy on the IRI was not apparent until Time 3

(see Table 5) and was associated with cognitive (IRI perspective taking), rather than affective

empathy. Interestingly, the EMPAT-EA Child emotion subscale scores demonstrated more

longitudinal associations with aspects of affective empathy (i.e., empathic concern) than cogni-

tive empathy, counter to what was expected of the Child scales.

For the script version, the EMPAT-ES Child Total score and all emotion subscales were sig-

nificantly related to cognitive aspects of parental empathy (PEM; Table 4). The EMPAT-ES

Child Total score (but not Scared subscale scores) was associated with affective aspects of

parental empathy on the PEM (Table 4). Similarly, all emotion subscale scores except for the

Scared score on the EMPAT-ES Child were significantly related to the other measure of paren-

tal empathy (P-EQS; Table 4). By contrast, the EMPAT-ES Child demonstrated significant

associations with all aspects of the self-reported dispositional empathy measure (IRI). Specifi-

cally, all four emotion subscales scores and the Total score of the EMPAT-ES Child were sig-

nificantly related to both cognitive and affective aspects of dispositional empathy (IRI; see

Table 4). These relationships were also apparent longitudinally at Time 3; note the Total score

and all emotion subscale scores of the EMPAT-ES Child were significantly related to affective

aspects of dispositional empathy as early as Time 1 (i.e., across four years; Table 5).

Concurrent validity. See Table 4 for concurrent validity correlations. For the EMPAT-EA

Self version, only the Happy subscale of the audio version was significantly related to concur-

rent, self-reported Authoritative parenting (not the total and other three emotion subscales).

Self-reported supportive parenting practices (PARYC-Supporting Positive Behavior) were sig-

nificantly related to EMPAT-EA Self Total score and all emotion subscale scores except for

Mad. Similar to patterns observed with the PARYC, all emotion subscale scores except for

Mad were significantly related to parents’ adaptive responses to children’s compliance

(ReACCT Compliance score).

For the EMPAT-EA Child audio analog task, all four target emotion subscales and the Total

score were significantly related to concurrent, self-reported authoritative parenting (PAQ),

parenting that would support children’s positive behavior (PARYC), and parents’ adaptive

reactions to children’s compliance (ReACCT Compliance). Similarly, all four emotion sub-

scales and the Total score of the EMPAT-ES Child script analog were significantly related to

concurrent, self-reported authoritative parenting (PAQ Authoritative), parenting supportive

of children’s behavior (PARYC Supporting Positive Behavior scale), and parents’ adaptive

responses to children’s compliance (ReACCT Compliance scale).

Discussion

Results of this second study provide initial support for the reliability and validity of novel ana-

log measures of both EMPAT versions, the EMPAT-EA (audio) and EMPAT-ES (script), in a

parent sample. Both the EMPAT audio and script stimuli were accurately identified by most

parents. Further, the subscale and total scores for the EMPAT-EA Self and Child audio ver-

sions, as well as the EMPAT-ES Child script version, demonstrated acceptable internal

consistency.
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The EMPAT-EA Self using audio stimuli exhibited convergent validity with both cognitive

and affective subscales of a self-report measure of parental empathy (PEM); however, fewer

associations between the EMPAT-EA Self with another self-report measure of parental empa-

thy (P-EQS) and dispositional empathy (IRI) were identified. The greater number of signifi-

cant associations between parental empathy, as opposed to dispositional empathy, and

parents’ own reaction to children’s emotions is a possible indicator that parental empathy may

be more related to parents’ own emotional responses than their children’s. Specifically, identi-

fying children’s emotions may be a more general empathic skill whereas appropriately

responding to your child’s emotions may reflect the child-directed nature of parental empathy.

Further, although parents’ responses to how hearing a child’s emotion made them feel was

expected to primarily evoke affective empathy, the EMPAT-EA Self subscales evidenced rela-

tions with both affective and cognitive empathy. Similarly, the EMPAT-EA Child scores for

audio stimuli exhibited consistent significant relations across measures, with evidence of asso-

ciations with self-reported parental (PEM, P-EQS) and dispositional affective and cognitive

empathy (IRI). Parents’ ability to identify children’s sad emotions (i.e., EMPAT-EA Child Sad

score) was related to empathy even prior to and throughout early parenthood, which may

implicate parents’ ability to recognize children’s distress as a key factor in expressing appropri-

ate parental empathy [51].

Similar to the Child scores using audio stimuli, the EMPAT-ES Child scores using evocative

scripts were related to self-reported parental cognitive empathy (PEM, P-EQS) and disposi-

tional empathy. The Mad and Scared subscales of the EMPAT-ES Child were the most consis-

tent correlate of parents’ empathy even prenatally, again indicating that parents’ ability to

recognize children’s distress emotions may be particularly important features of parental

empathy [51]. Previous research on how individuals appraise and regulate emotion also sug-

gests that outcomes may be influenced by the interface between the valence of the emotion

(i.e., positive, negative) and the type of evocative stimuli (i.e., verbal, non-verbal) [52]. Interest-

ingly, for the EMPAT-ES Child script stimuli, the Scared subscale score was not significantly

related to a measure of parental empathy (P-EQS), including the affective subscale of one of

the parental empathy measures (PEM), which may indicate a parent’s ability to identify fear

may be lacking in the self-report measures because this subscale was related to the other mea-

sures of dispositional empathy and positive parenting. Given the strong performance of the

EMPAT-ES Total score, these findings underscore the value of including multiple child

emotions.

The expectation that parents’ reactions to hearing children’s emotions (i.e., EMPAT-EA

Self) would be positively related to authoritative parenting, supportive parenting behavior, and

adaptive reactions to child compliance was only partially supported. Specifically, only parents’

reactions to hearing children’s happiness were related to self-reported Authoritative parenting.

However, parents’ reactions to children’s Happy, Sad, and Scared emotions were related to

supportive parenting and adaptive reactions to compliance. Interestingly, parents’ reactions to

children’s Mad emotions were unrelated to any of these markers of positive parenting. Past

research evidencing the distinct nature of positive parenting (i.e., rather than an inverse) from

harsh parenting [11] may help explain this finding; parents’ adaptive reactions to children’s

happiness or sadness may better predict positive parenting than less harsh parenting. However,

parents’ ability to accurately identify children’s emotions, as indicated by EMPAT-EA Child

and EMPAT-ES Child Total scores, was related to all positive parenting indices. Previous

research on parental sensitivity and responsiveness indicates the necessity of accurate emotion

recognition for positive parenting [22], which may account for these differences in associations

between the parenting measures and the EMPAT Self versus Child versions. Parents’ cognitive
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parental empathy, as measured in the Child versions, may be a potentially more salient predic-

tor of positive parenting than affective empathy.

General discussion

In the current investigation, the EMPAT was introduced as a set of new measurement tools to

objectively and reliably assess the ability to accurately identify and appropriately respond to

children’s emotions in order to address the need for implicit, easily administered measures of

parental empathy [11,20,27]. Two versions of the task were created which used different sti-

muli: the EMPAT-EA utilized audio clips of young children expressing four target emotions

(Happy, Sad, Mad, Scared) and the EMPAT-ES used evocative scripts detailing scenarios likely

to elicit each of the four target emotions in a young child. In both versions, participants were

asked to indicate how the emotion stimuli made them feel (i.e., Self responses) and how the

child in the emotion stimuli felt (i.e., Child responses) in order to elicit affective and cognitive

aspects of empathy, respectively. Because of the ambiguity of what is required in responding to

the stimuli, the tasks would minimize socially desirable responding. Additionally, this initial

validation of the current analog measures was intended to reduce the need for equipment or

lengthy parent interviews that are laborious for participants, interviewers, and data coders,

alike. The analog tasks were first piloted with a sample of university students (Study 1) and

then with a parent sample involved in a larger longitudinal study (Study 2). Results of both

studies provide preliminary support for the reliability and validity of the EMPAT tasks as

implicit measures of parental empathy.

In Study 1, both versions of the EMPAT demonstrated concurrent validity with self-report

measures of dispositional empathy in an undergraduate student sample. In particular, the

EMPAT exhibited significant correlations with self-reported dispositional empathic concern,

suggesting the utility of the analog tasks to measure affective empathy. Although the Self ver-

sions were expected to evoke affective empathy and the Child versions were expected to evoke

cognitive empathy, all versions were largely related to dispositional affective empathy. Interest-

ingly, only the EMPAT-ES Child scores demonstrated relationships with cognitive empathy in

the undergraduate sample. Because EMPAT-ES Self exhibited relative problems in assessing

empathy due to concerns regarding their reactions to mad scripts (a critical emotion relevant

for parents), this version was omitted in the subsequent study of parents.

In Study 2, improved accuracy in identifying target emotions was observed across all ver-

sions of the EMPAT suggesting that modifications to emotion stimuli were largely successful.

Contrary to results of the pilot study emphasizing affective empathy, the EMPAT appeared

more successful in tapping cognitive empathy in the parent sample. The Child versions of the

analog task, which were expected to capture parents’ cognitive empathy (emotion recognition),

demonstrated more consistent associations with self-report measures of parental empathy and

positive parenting. Such distinct patterns between study samples may indicate that cognitive

empathy, and accurate emotion identification specifically, may be more essential for successful

parenting. Previous research demonstrating the strength of the relationship between parents’

cognitions about children and their resultant parenting behavior [53] may implicate that

parents’ cognitive attributions about children may drive parents’ cognitive empathy. Still oth-

ers have pointed to the necessity of parents’ affective empathy abilities as both a factor in more

sensitive parenting [22] and in lower child abuse risk [13], which argues for the importance of

both aspects of empathy within the context of parenting. The possibility remains that aspects

of cognitive and affective empathy may not be so easily differentiated; rather, these compo-

nents may simply contribute to parallel empathic processes.
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The difficulty in measuring parents’ affective empathy in Study 2 may be due, in part, to the

omission of EMPAT-ES Self given that EMPAT-EA Self demonstrated more consistent associ-

ations with self-reported parental affective empathy. Continued development of the EMPAT

versions is needed to enhance measurement of parents’ affective empathy. For example, fur-

ther development may involve presenting emotion script scenarios that attempt to match the

stimuli more closely to their particular child (e.g., by child gender, by child age in the scripts)

rather than simply having to imagine that the figurative child is their own. Previous research

using evocative scripts has also implicated the utility of presenting audio of pre-recorded emo-

tion scripts in order to evoke a target emotion [54] rather than participants simply reading an

emotion script, which may have been more effective for parents despite the problems with

EMPAT-ES Self in the undergraduate sample. Relative to the Child scores, measurement of

affective parental empathy was more effective with the EMPAT-EA Self, with audio Self scores

largely related to the explicit PEM [20]; but its relationships with positive parenting were vari-

able, thereby limiting its utility.

Another explanation of the EMPAT assessments’ performance in the current sample may

be that the tasks measured specific skills within the broader categories of affective and cogni-

tive empathy, which were limited by the available choices for validity measures. The EMPAT

Child tasks appeared to clearly assess parents’ emotion identification abilities (a skill within

cognitive empathy) rather than solely perspective taking skills wherein associations with cogni-

tive empathy skills remained consistent. However, despite expectations that the EMPAT Self

tasks would assess affective empathy, the ability of the EMPAT Self tasks to uniquely assess

affective empathy was not observed. These results may be explained by previous research

describing a distinction within affective empathy skills that are self-focused versus other-

focused [see 19]. The EMPAT Self tasks more obviously aim to assess self-focused empathy

skills (i.e., emotional resonance) yet the current study utilized an other-focused measure of

affective empathy (IRI Empathic Concern). This distinction may explain the surprising results

that suggested affective empathy was difficult to distinguish between the different versions of

the EMPAT tasks.

Both studies provide initial evidence for the efficacy of the novel EMPAT analogs in mea-

suring parental empathy. Although considerable research about the theoretical underpinnings

of cognitive and affective empathy exists [2–6], the analog measures in the current investiga-

tion did not advance the speculation that empathy involves discriminable cognitive and affec-

tive processes. Rather, the EMPAT assessments suggest the relative importance of parents’

ability to recognize children’s emotions. An overarching goal of the current research project

was to develop an analog measure of empathy specific to parenting. The ability of the analog

tasks to measure parents’ child-directed empathy and the analogs’ relationships with multiple

indices of positive parenting suggest the value of creating and using parent-specific measures

of empathy in the context of studying parenting beliefs and behaviors.

Limitations and future research directions

Although efforts in developing and validating the novel EMPAT-EA and EMPAT-ES tasks

were systematic—as demonstrated by the multi-study process by which the analog tasks were

created, pilot tested, and improved—our results are preliminary and some limitations remain.

Changes to the EMPAT protocol between the two studies may have compromised the conclu-

sions from the current research. Although exclusion of the EMPAT-ES Self version seemed

necessary based on results of Study 1 (parents’ reactions to children’s anger were deemed criti-

cal), its omission from Study 2 limited the ability to determine how well each version of the

tasks (i.e., Self versus Child) were assessing different aspects of parent-specific empathy.
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Further, because EMPAT Self versions were intended to elicit aspects of affective empathy,

inclusion of both EMPAT Self analogs may have provided more insights into how parents’

affective empathy is related to other facets of parenting, distinct from cognitive empathy.

Nearly universal associations between EMPAT scores and self-reported cognitive empathy in

the parent sample suggest that cognitive and affective empathy may not be distinguished using

the current task stimuli. Future work should consider how well parents’ reactions to unique

child emotions (e.g., happiness, anger, sadness, fear) reflect parent empathic abilities (i.e., cog-

nitive, affective) and relate to other measures of parenting. Relatedly, because reactions to sti-

muli depicting child “mad” emotions did not perform as expected across studies, future work

on the EMPAT should consider how adaptive reactions to children’s anger may be better rep-

resented by parents’ lower levels of personal distress, as not responding to child frustration

with maladaptive reactions would be particularly informative. Finally, additional indices of

parent factors that may contribute to, or predict, parental empathy, such as parents’ child

behavior attributions, emotion regulation, or frustration tolerance, were not included in the

current study but may provide useful insights into the relationship between empathy and par-

enting. Additional validation of the EMPAT tasks will rely on further study in relation to addi-

tional indices of concurrent validity as well as discriminant validity in order to demonstrate

both research and clinical utility.

Pilot testing the analog tasks with a sample of university students in Study 1 was cost effec-

tive and did allow for initial modifications prior to testing with the target parent sample; how-

ever, some unexpected results from Study 1 may be attributable to the study sample not

representing the intended population (i.e., parents) for the analog tasks. Although some signif-

icant patterns between the EMPAT scales and self-reported empathy emerged in Study 1, the

possibility remains that pilot testing with an initial parent sample may have resulted in fewer

or different modifications to the analog tasks. Additionally, responses from the undergraduate

sample in Study 1 may have been influenced by participants’ previous babysitting or caregiving

experiences; however, information about these experiences was not collected in the current

study. Future research may consider how early caregiving experiences may shape future paren-

tal empathy. Parents in the current sample had children below 5 years, which may limit the

ability to fully understand how parental empathy unfolds as children age. Specifically, parental

empathy may be partially dependent on children’s development, maturity, and communica-

tion abilities.

In the future, more theoretical work is needed in order to determine additional ways in

which parental and dispositional empathy differ. For instance, although the current parental

empathy analog measures were created within the framework used to delineate cognitive and

affective aspects of dispositional empathy, parental empathy may be better understood outside

of the cognitive-affective distinctions influenced by the parenting-specific context, such as the

nature of the attachment relationship and beliefs about parenting [11]. Future research would

benefit from considering how parental empathy may be embedded in other facets of parenting

(e.g., child-directed attributions and emotion regulation). This future goal may also be

methodologically strengthened with inclusion of direct observation of parent-child interac-

tions to explore the validity of the EMPAT-E as a predictor of actual parenting behavior.

Although direct examination of measurement invariance by gender was not possible in the

current study due to limited power, examination of how gender of the parent as well as gender

of the participants’ children influence parental empathic responding on the EMPAT-E is a crit-

ical future direction. Further, although the parent sample in Study 2 evidenced racial diversity,

differences in parental empathy and positive parenting were not considered with respect to

ethnic or racial identification in the current study. Future work on the EMPAT tasks should

also examine measurement invariance by parents’ racial and ethnic background using a larger
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sample size to better understand the utility of the tasks for a diverse sample of parents. Finally,

replication in other at-risk parent samples to further assess validity as well as adaptation of the

analog tasks for childcare providers and schoolteachers is a necessary future direction in order

to understand the efficacy and clinical utility of the EMPAT tasks.

Conclusions

The significant impact that empathic abilities bear on parenting has long been demonstrated

in psychological research, yet such research largely relies on measures of dispositional empathy

to characterize processes specific to the parent-child relationship [12,15,27,28]. The present

work indicates that empathy measures specific to parents may be useful in understanding indi-

ces of positive parenting behavior. The EMPAT tasks are a promising novel approach to

assessing parents’ ability to understand and empathically respond to children’s emotions in a

relatively brief manner that does not require lengthy protocols or significant coding efforts.

Because measurement of parents’ cognitive empathy was more salient in the current research

findings, more work on the implicit assessment of parents’ affective empathy in particular is

still warranted.
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